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At this moment, the whole hall was quiet. 

 

Dead silence. 

 

All people's eyes are focused on Ye Chen and Liu Weicheng. 

 

The eyes were startled to the extreme. 

 

Liu Weicheng's face was completely changed, and his whole mouth was smashed and almost twisted. 

 

This is at the Millennium Hotel at least. It's looking for death to make such a fuss! 

 

Not only that. It is said that the family behind the auction is an existence that everyone in Jiangcheng 

should revere! 

 

Is this boy really not afraid to vent his anger here! 

 

Lu Siyu and others' brains are blank, and they put out their hands to cover their mouths for fear of 

calling out. 

 

Madman! 

 

Complete madman! 

 



In their hearts, they can't help congratulating themselves that they have less words, otherwise the result 

must be the same as Liu Weicheng. 

 

This guy is too cruel. 

 

After a while, the hotel security forces heard the news all came. 

 

There are 11 people, some of them are ancient martial arts, but the realm is not high. 

 

"Stop it! Leave Liu Shao, hold your head and squat down for me! Otherwise, the consequences will be at 

your own risk! " 

 

A sharp eyed security guard said in a voice. 

 

Ye Chen even Li's plans are not, eyes or fell on Liu Weicheng's body, a sneer: "service?" 

 

Liu Weicheng nodded his head fiercely. His confused consciousness mixed with the voice of air leakage 

begged for mercy: "I Wrong, I should not say that I'm sorry 

 

He was really flustered. 

 

From childhood to adulthood, he has never been beaten like this. 

 

For a moment, he even felt that the other party dared to kill him in front of so many people! 

 

Ye Chen didn't want to dirty his hands because of this kind of rubbish. He stood up, loosened his hands, 

and took out a wet towel from one side of the table and wiped it gently. 

 

"Boy, do you hear me? We've already called the police! Hold your head and squat down! Otherwise, the 

consequences will be at your own risk! " 



 

Repeated the security guard. 

 

He was aware of the seriousness of the matter. After all, young master Liu was beaten in the Millennium 

Hotel, so don't try to have a better life in the hotel! 

 

Ye Chen took a glass of red wine, came to the sofa, with his back to them, cocked his legs and shook the 

goblet. 

 

It's like a person who's OK! 

 

Everyone was in a daze. 

 

They thought about the boy's numerous follow-up behaviors, such as running away, turning himself in, 

regretting, etc., but they didn't expect that the boy was still in the mood to sit there drinking! 

 

Nima! Is this kid a fool? 

 

Or is there a background? 

 

Lu Siyu was lost in thought. He vaguely remembered that Zhu Zixuan called the man Mr. Ye. 

 

But there seems to be no Ye family in Jiangcheng, even the rich people with the Ye family name. 

 

Since the Ye family's extermination five years ago, the whole Jiangcheng city has been too sensitive to 

the surname Ye. Some of them even left Jiangcheng to seek development in other places. 

 

LV Siyu's body was shaking and she was afraid. She came to Zhu Zixuan and said in a low voice, "Zixuan, 

who is this guy? He offended the Liu family. He was looking for death! Why don't you even listen to your 

advice? Out of town? " 

 



Zhu Zixuan was pale. She didn't know how to deal with the current situation. She could only call her 

grandfather, but she couldn't get through. 

 

In desperation, he could only call his father: "Dad, something happened. Mr. Ye beat Liu Weicheng to 

death in the Millennium Hotel. Can you help Mr. ye deal with it..." 

 

Before the words were finished, a cold voice rang out: "is that ye Chen mentioned by grandfather? 

Zixuan, Zhu family is all like this now, how can you care about others! Let that guy live and die on his 

own. Remember, don't interfere. You can't make enemies for Zhu family 

 

Zhu Zixuan bit her lips and her eyes were full of guilt. Ye Chen, they couldn't help. 

 

LV Siyu vaguely heard some contents. She looked at Ye Chen helplessly and murmured: "even the Zhu 

family won't fight for you. The anger of the Liu family will only make you die miserably, but you still have 

the mood to drink. Alas..." 

 

Not long ago, the crowd came to a restless, the security forces surrounding Ye Chen one after another to 

give way, only to see a 30-year-old man slowly appeared. 

 

Men's suit is decent, wearing gold glasses, face dew cold, eyes have a trace of proud light. 

 

When LV Siyu saw this man, he felt a pang in his heart! 

 

He Zheng! 

 

He Zheng, the boss behind the Millennium Hotel, has been shocked out! 

 

Want to know the helmsman of hotel industry which is vegetarian, the ability behind is extremely 

strong! 

 

The strength of he family is much stronger than that of Liu family, because they are all black and white 

in Jiangcheng. 



 

He Zheng took over the family business at such a young age. You can imagine how excellent the other 

party is! 

 

The key is that Liu Weicheng's mother came from! 

 

If the relationship is included, he Zheng is Liu Weicheng's cousin! 

 

It's over, it's all over!Not only Lu Siyu thinks so, but Zhu Zixuan and all the people present think so. Their 

eyes towards Ye Chen become somewhat sympathetic. 

 

"What happened?" He Zheng put his hands in his pockets, and his cold voice rang out. 

 

"Mr. He, Liu Shaohe..." One security guard hesitated. 

 

He Zheng's eyes instantly noticed that the ground is full of blood Liu Weicheng! His eyes slightly shrunk 

and his fist clenched! 

 

"Who dares to move the Liu family in Laozi's Millennium Hotel?" 

 

He stepped out and directly helped Liu Weicheng up, caring: "Wei Cheng, who beat you like this!" 

 

He Zheng's voice is extremely cold, with towering anger, resounding in the hotel hall! 

 

Liu Wei's image is like seeing the straw. He quickly points to Ye Chen, who is facing them with his back, 

shaking his voice and saying, "brother Zheng, you You helped me kill him I want him dead My mouth 

Destroyed by him, tear his mouth for me I want his family buried with him! " 

 

Because his teeth were all broken, he was still able to hear him clearly. 

 



He Zheng handed over Liu Weicheng to a security guard, and said, "send him to the hospital. I'll take him 

here." 

 

The security guard was just about to take Liu Weicheng away, but was pushed away by the latter! 

 

"Don't touch me!" 

 

Liu Weicheng looks at Ye Chen not far away! He's going to watch this guy die! He's not going anywhere! 

 

He Zheng walked towards Ye Chen with both hands in his pocket. He wanted to see what was not long 

eyed and moved in his territory. 

 

Zhu Zixuan's lips were biting and bleeding, and the development of the matter was more serious than 

she imagined! She had been calling her grandfather all the time, and finally - got through! 

 

At the other end of the phone came tired voice, Zhu Zixuan quickly said the hotel. 

 

This time, the answer was completely different from that of his father. My grandfather threw the 

ground and said, "keep Mr. Ye at all costs! Give the phone to He Zheng! " 

 

Hearing this, Zhu Zixuan was so happy that he Zheng's way was blocked. She handed over the phone and 

said, "you can't touch my Zhu's guests. This is my grandfather's phone number!" 

 

He Zheng glanced at Zhu Zixuan, snorted coldly, and slapped off Zhu Zixuan's mobile phone: "what's 

your Zhu family! Whether it can exist in a few days is still a problem! Even if Zhu Rende is in front of me, 

just go away 

 

The next second, he Zheng came to Ye Chen and said in a cold voice, "you --" 

 

the voice suddenly stopped! It's good that his throat was mercilessly pinched! 

 



His subconscious step back, eyes full of panic! 

 

It's like seeing something terrible! 

 

The man in front of him, he knows! 
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No one knows what kind of storm has been set off in the heart of He Zheng at the moment! 

 

He was staring at the man in front of him, and his body even trembled! 

 

It's because of this guy! 

 

At that time, he was in the imperial banquet hall of Longhu hotel! 

 

He saw with his own eyes that the evil spirit beat all the bodyguards of the Chen family! 

 

Chen Feng is even more fan like! 

 

It's not the most terrifying. 

 

The most terrible thing is that even Chen Zhengguo, the head of the Chen family, dare to ask the other 

party to kneel down! 

 

The key party is really kneeling! 

 

This is Chen Zhengguo, who is determined by heaven and earth! 



 

The picture almost became a nightmare in his heart. 

 

The Chen family's background in Jiangcheng is better than that of the Liu family or even his family! 

 

Only because there is a martial arts master in the Chen family! 

 

Martial arts master that everyone fears! 

 

In fact, what happened in Longhu hotel that day was not his real fear. 

 

The biggest fear in his heart came from the incident. He thought Ye Chen would be killed by the anger of 

the Chen family, but the result was just the opposite. Chen Zhengguo and Chen Feng died! 

 

These two characters in the upper reaches of Jiangcheng circle did not last a night! So dead! 

 

The method is extremely cruel, even now has not caught the murderer! 

 

This almost let the whole Jiangcheng shrouded in a layer of death shadow. 

 

Others don't know who did it, but he knows his politics very well! It must be ye Chen. 

 

Because in the moment Ye Chen left the hotel, he clearly felt the killing intention of each other's eyes. 

 

This guy doesn't even care about the Chen family. What's his family! 

 

What the hell is he? What the hell is he? 

 

He Zheng took a deep breath. For the first time, he felt fear. 



 

Gradually, he saw that young man with a red wine cup on the sofa raised his head, the other party's 

indifferent eyes fell on him, he seemed to be locked by death. 

 

He panicked! 

 

The sweat of beans came out from the forehead, and the whole shirt and suit were all wet! 

 

Liu Weicheng saw that he Zheng had not yet started. He quickly came over and reminded him, "brother 

Zheng, what are you doing? Help me kill him!" 

 

"Pa!" 

 

He Zheng sobers up, backhand is a slap in the face of Liu Weicheng. 

 

Liu Wei's achievements were overturned on the spot. 

 

At this moment, everyone is as petrified as sculpture. 

 

What the hell is this? 

 

He Zheng is wrong person! 

 

Liu Weicheng is also a blank brain, not easy to wake up, excited: "brother Zheng, what do you hit me?" 

 

"It's you who have no eyes that I'm fighting!" He Zheng roared! Like a mad lion! 

 

Without waiting for everyone to react, he put a smile on his face, half bowed, came to Ye Chen and 

respectfully said, "Mr. Ye, why are you here?" 

 



"Bang!" Everyone on the scene seemed to stop breathing! 

 

Have they ever seen the flattering side of the arrogant He Zheng? 

 

The key opponent also hit his cousin in his territory! 

 

All people's eyes can not help but fall on the young people on the sofa. 

 

They are very clear, this person's identity is absolutely different! 

 

Otherwise, he Zheng would not have such a cautious attitude! 

 

In the distance, LV Siyu's delicate body trembled, and her beautiful eyes were full of doubts, surprise 

and fear. 

 

What is the identity of Mr. Ye who came with Zhu Zixuan? 

 

How could he, who was so rebellious, greet each other with such a smile? 

 

Before she could recover, he Zheng dragged Liu Weicheng, who was still in a muddle on the ground, and 

ordered: "you don't have long eyes. Make amends to Mr. Ye! Otherwise, your Liu family will be ruined 

 

He Zheng's move is entirely to save the Liu family! 

 

He was sure that if Liu Weicheng didn't apologize today, his Liu family would never live to tomorrow 

morning! 

 

Liu Weicheng looked at He Zheng with wide eyes. Just as he wanted to speak, he noticed the fear in his 

eyes, which he had never seen before! 

 



No longer hesitating, Liu Weicheng quickly knelt down in front of Ye Chen, shaking his voice: "Mr. Ye, I'm 

sorry!" 

 

He Zheng breathed out a breath, quickly took out a black card from his pocket, handed it to him, and 

said with a smile: "Mr. Ye, my cousin doesn't have his mother's eyes. In the future, I will strictly 

discipline you. This time, your hands are dirty. It's really not right." 

 

"Go away!" 

 

Ye Chen said coldly. 

 

A single word can not help but make people feel that the youth on the sofa seems to be above all things, 

overlooking the illusion of sentient beings. 

 

Although Ye Chen doesn't know why the other side is afraid of him, it doesn't matter. 

 

He didn't want to be the focus of the crowd. 

 

He even hated it. 

 

"Yes, yes, yes!" 

 

He Zheng pulled Liu Weicheng out, and then ordered the security guards and waiters to maintain order 

around him.A farce broke up. 

 

Fortunately, there are not too many people in the banquet hall, otherwise the impact will be more 

terrible. 

 

Gradually, a strange scene appeared in the whole banquet hall. 

 



Taking Ye Chen's sofa as the center, no one dares to sit in the circle ten meters away except Zhu Zixuan 

and ye Chen. 

 

It's like a gas field. 

 

"Mr. Ye, you..." Zhu Zixuan realized Ye Chen's horror and didn't say what he wanted to say. 

 

I don't know why. She thinks that only the young people in front of her can play the game of death. 

 

But why did the other party help her Zhu family? 

 

After a while, Lu Siyu summoned up the courage to come over and continued to sit beside Zhu Zixuan. 

 

She bit the red lip and looked at the opposite Ye Chen, or opened her mouth and said, "Mr. Ye, I have 

offended so much just now. I apologize to you." 

 

Her body slightly forward, showing a touch of attractive snow white and full, the ultimate temptation. 

 

But ye Chen didn't take a look at it, and didn't even plan to take care of her. 

 

Lu Siyu was shriveled and looked ugly. Although he was angry, he did not dare to attack. 

 

This guy is a brave man at least. How come he doesn't seem to be interested in himself at all? 

 

Don't I look good? 

 

Or is this guy not interested in women? 

 

Must be the latter, their appearance can be ranked in the top ten Jiangcheng, which man does not bow 

to her pomegranate skirt? 



 

Just when LV Siyu was angry, a pretty graceful figure came quickly towards this side! 

 

Seeing this beautiful image, LV Siyu was stunned. 

 

Because the other side, no matter in appearance, figure or temperament, is far better than himself. 

 

The key to each other's cold and arrogant temperament, like a cold plum, can not smear a bit. 

 

Suddenly she felt ashamed. 

 

"How can Jiangcheng have such beauties?" 

 

"Pa!" 

 

That Qianying directly came to Ye Chen, and gently patted on the shoulder of Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen, how could you be here?" 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes and naturally saw the girl in front of her! 

 

Summer like snow! 

 

His eyes are some surprise, not murderous, only gentle. 

 

"Where did you go in the morning and I didn't see you when I woke up?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue see ye Chen, the mood is obviously good, a buttock sits beside Ye Chen. 

 



Close to each other. 

 

She put one hand on Ye Chen's shoulder, quite casually: "hum, I always want to find a way to earn some 

money. If you don't want to support me, I received an invitation letter from here just in time to see if I 

can find a way out. What about you? How can you be here? 

 

Don't tell me that you're here for the auction just because of your little money. " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly and said: "let you down, I really come to participate in the auction." 
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LV Siyu naturally heard the dialogue between Xia Ruoxue and ye Chen. 

 

She thought that the woman was just curious about ye Chen's identity just like herself. 

 

Now it seems that they clearly know each other. 

 

And the content of the chat is so ambiguous that it must be a boyfriend and a girlfriend. 

 

She finally understood why Ye Chen would not be moved by her beauty. 

 

Joke! How can he look at such a beautiful woman? 

 

I don't know why, Lu Siyu got up, twisted his huge butt and left. 

 

Seeing that LV Siyu was gone, Zhu Zixuan also felt that she should not sit here as a light bulb, but 

pretended to go to the toilet and disappear. 

 



Soon, the rest area is only Xia Ruoxue and ye Chen. 

 

Xia Ruoxue stretched out a stretch, feeling a little boring, and then said to Ye Chen, "do you really intend 

to auction things? How much money did you bring this time? " 

 

"Ninety million." Ye Chen light way. 

 

He has no idea about money, but it is estimated that the 90 million yuan should be able to shoot a lot of 

things. It would be better if he could take a weapon in addition to the Dan Ding. 

 

"Cough, cough, cough!" 

 

Xia Ruoxue, who had just had a sip of water, almost choked. Her chest rose and fell, quite spectacular. 

 

She gave Ye Chen a speechless look and said, "Ye Chen, do you really or falsely don't know, do you want 

to participate in this auction with such a little money? I don't know where your invitation came from. " 

 

Ye Chen a Zheng, surprised way: "90 million is not enough?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue shook his head helplessly, and at the same time, he took a deep look at Ye Chen, and found 

that the expression of the other party didn't seem to be pretending. He said, "it seems that you really 

don't know anything, so I'll tell you." 

 

"First, the controller behind the auction is the existence that you can't provoke at all. If you want to 

make trouble on the first floor of the hotel, but if you dare to make trouble at the auction above, you 

will surely die." 

 

Ye Chen subconsciously said, "is it because of the four families in Jiangcheng?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue still shakes his head, and even reaches Ye Chen's ear, the God says mysteriously: "Ye Chen, 

you are an ordinary person, but I still want to tell you a truth. The world is not only as simple as ordinary 



people, but also some special people. They are powerful in building martial arts. They can kill an army by 

waving their hands. " 

 

"Why aren't you surprised?" 

 

Summer if snow slightly surprised, because ye Chen's performance is too calm. 

 

She didn't know ye Chen was a practitioner. 

 

Ye Chen can only pretend to be surprised: "and then?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue looked as if she had taken Ye Chen's clothes. She didn't want to say anything more. She 

continued: "second, there are not only four big families in Jiangcheng, but also a more terrible existence, 

which is the extremely mysterious martial arts family. It's just that ordinary people can't touch the level 

of martial arts family. 

 

Of course, the martial arts family would not interfere with ordinary people's affairs. And the person 

behind the auction is a martial arts family. 

 

I know all this from my father's carelessness. " 

 

Ye Chen frowns, he first found that Jiangcheng is not as simple as he imagined. 

 

The situation in Jiangcheng that Zhu Rende understood last time was obviously superficial. 

 

That's right. Otherwise, why did the great man who destroyed the Ye family choose Jiangcheng? 

 

When Xia Ruoxue saw Ye Chen's contemplative appearance, he knew that the other party's world 

outlook had collapsed. He was secretly pleased and continued: "back to the topic just started, this 

auction is divided into two parts. The first link is naturally antique painting, which is aimed at ordinary 

people. The second one is about martial arts. It may be a secret script of cultivation, or it may be pills, 

weapons or medicine tripods. Anything, at least hundreds of millions! 



 

What do you think your thousand almighties have got here? " 

 

Ye Chen has some headache. According to Xia Ruoxue, the value of Dan Ding must be high. His money is 

not enough! 

 

Rob? 

 

He is not such a man. 

 

He thought of what, raised his head, grabbed Xia Ruoxue's hand and said excitedly, "then can I auction 

my things?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue a Zheng, looked at Ye Chen's hand, want to struggle, found that the basic struggle can not 

open, she simply give up. 

 

She naturally guessed what ye Chen was going to auction, which was nothing but Zhang danfang. 

 

Danfang is certainly effective for beauty companies, but if it is put in this auction, it is estimated to be 

worth tens of millions. 

 

The key is not necessarily someone will want it, after all, all the participants in the auction are ancient 

warriors. 

 

But she didn't want to dampen Ye Chen's enthusiasm. She said, "of course, you have this situation. 

There should be a temporary auction appraisal center upstairs. You can take the Dan Fang and try your 

luck, but the other party may not..." 

 

Xia Ruoxue words have not finished to find Ye Chen has left. 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's anxious back, Xia Ruoxue shook his head helplessly: "Ye Chen, ye Chen, you may be 

disappointed. Because of the needs of the group at that time, I offered a high price for danfang. 



However, for these ancient warriors, it was not worth mentioning at allYe Chen of course is not to 

auction Dan Fang! He wants to auction real pills! 

 

From that day, we should not see too much reaction from Qinghua city! 

 

Rare things are precious! Pills must be valuable. 

 

Not long, ye Chen came to the auction appraisal center in the mouth of Xia Ruoxue. 

 

There were not many people in it, only a 40 year old woman and three old men. 

 

What is more surprising is that these four people are actually playing mahjong. 

 

"Ha ha, Hu! Give me the money 

 

"I'm so lucky today!" 

 

"One person 10 million, a cent can not be less, mobile phone transfer..." 

 

An old man is quite excited to say, the other three people are obviously a little unhappy, but still honest 

transfer. 

 

Ye Chen has a slight twitch at the corner of his mouth. The mahjong is really big, 10 million one 

 

Seeing that the four seemed ready to continue, he knocked at the door. 

 

Soon, all four eyes fell on Ye Chen's body. 

 

"What are you doing, little brother? To identify things for auction? " Said the woman. 



 

Ye Chen nodded and went in, without beating around the bush. He took out a pill directly from his 

pocket: "can this thing be auctioned?" 

 

The woman glanced at the things in Ye Chen's hand, and snorted coldly: "what kind of thing is this? Take 

a piece of sugar casually to fool my mother? Get out of the way. " 

 

Ye Chen's face is a little angry, just want to attack, the old man who just won the money seems to notice 

Ye Chen's pills in his hand. As soon as the card is pushed, he runs over and pulls the woman apart! The 

woman nearly fell to the ground. 

 

"Old man Wu, what are you doing?" 

 

The old man Wu looked at the pills in Ye Chen's hand. He was short of breath. He rubbed his hands and 

said, "little brother, can you show me this one?" 

 

Chen nodded and handed out the leaf. 

 

Old man Wu took the pill, sniffed at the tip of his nose and changed his face. Then he took out a 

magnifying glass from his pocket and looked at it carefully. 

 

The others felt something was wrong and surrounded them. 

 

Suddenly, old man Wu exclaimed, and his body trembled: "Dan Wen! This is Dan Wen. It's a real pill 

 

When the others heard Dan Wen, they were stunned and rushed over. 

 

"Old man Wu, show me!" 

 

"This Is this really a pill? " 

 



"My God, although the shape of this pill is ordinary, it has clear lines and strong Dan fragrance Is it 

recently refined? " 

 

"Is it possible that the Dan medicine master has come out?" 

 

"Hiss --" 

 

all the people present took a breath of cool air, looked at Ye Chen one after another, and said excitedly, 

"little brother, where did you get this thing? Come on! Tell me 

 

Ye Chen looks at a piece of some red old face, the expression is quite strange. 

 

There's no Dan pharmacist here? None of them? 

 

Is he the last dan pharmacist in China! 
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Those old people see ye Chen do not speak, are a little anxious: "little brother, this matter is extremely 

important to us, please tell the truth." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes slightly narrowed, naturally impossible to tell this group of people, way: "let the people 

behind you talk to me." 

 

After hearing this, all the people responded. They were really anxious. How could such a big event be 

told to them! 

 

Among them, the old man who played mahjong to win money quickly said to Ye Chen, "little brother, 

please follow me." 



 

"Good." 

 

Ye Chen followed the old man up the elevator and stopped on the 10th floor. Then he got out of the 

elevator and came to the door of a suite with room number 001. 

 

The old man knocked on the door, and a lazy girl voice came from inside. 

 

"Come in." 

 

The old man said to Ye Chen, "little brother, wait outside." 

 

"Well." 

 

In suite 001. 

 

On the sofa sat a woman of about 30 years old. The woman was wearing a light pink slim cheongsam, 

highlighting her slender and symmetrical posture. The pink was very pale and close to white, but it was 

very charming, just like the most natural and attractive blush on a woman's cheek; the sleeves, front of 

the lapel, and the corner of the robe were inlaid with wide edges of plain gold, which added to the noble 

spirit. 

 

In addition, the charming eyes and sexy lips reveal thousands of amorous feelings all the time. 

 

The woman didn't look at the old man and said faintly, "what's the matter?" 

 

The old man bowed his body, lowered his head and cautiously said, "Miss, someone wants to auction 

things." 

 

"You can make your own decisions about the auction." The woman closed her eyes, her body is haunted 

by a faint air flow, quite mysterious. 



 

"But miss The other side The other party took out a pill... " 

 

As soon as the old man's words came out, the woman's eyes suddenly opened, filled with an accident: 

"pills? Are you sure? " 

 

The old man rushed forward and handed out Ye Chen's pills. As soon as the woman's fingers coagulated 

in the air, the pills were sucked into her hands. Her beautiful eyes swept, and she exclaimed, "it's really a 

pill, and according to its quality, the refining time is no more than a month." 

 

"Miss, I feel the same way." 

 

"Is the owner of the pill outside? Is it an old man? " Asked the woman. 

 

"No, no, no, it's a young man about twenty." 

 

"Let him in." 

 

"Yes." 

 

…… 

 

After a while, ye Chen was invited to the suite, and the old man retired. 

 

He quickly noticed the cheongsam woman on the sofa and was slightly surprised. According to Xia 

ruoshue, this woman should be the helmsman behind the auction. 

 

Is a 30-year-old woman qualified to control all this? 

 

"Sit down." Qipao women's road. 



 

Ye Chen sat down, the other party poured him a cup of tea, and then introduced himself: "my name is 

jinlengyan, I don't know what to call my little brother?" 

 

Little brother 

 

Ye Chen shook his head helplessly and said simply, "Ye Chen." 

 

Gold cold goose red lips outline a radian: "Ye Chen That's a good name, but I'm much older than you. I'll 

call you little brother later 

 

Finish saying, still have intentional or unintentional aim at Ye Chen pants crotch position, then cackle of 

smile. 

 

Although the woman in front of her is quite flattering, but ye Chen has no interest at all. She says 

directly, "needless to say much nonsense. Can my pills be auctioned?" 

 

Jin Lengyan nodded, and the long thigh with two legs up suddenly opened. One side of the cheongsam 

revealed a touch of snow white, which was quite attractive. 

 

"Of course, but I don't know where the pill came from." 

 

Jinlengyan's beautiful eyes make eyes. 

 

"I don't have to tell you that." Ye Chen is cold. 

 

Jin Lengyan was stunned and immediately said with a smile, "yes, I'm abrupt. How many pills are you 

going to auction?" 

 

Ye Chen took out another few from the pocket and put them in front of the golden goose's table: "five." 

 



Even with the preparation in mind, Jin Lengyan saw the five pills, and her eyes were also slightly 

trembling. 

 

"Miss Kim, how many do you think these five will go up for auction?" Ye Chen has a wonderful way. 

 

"At least a billion." Jin Lengyan looked at the pill and swallowing his throat and said, "but it's rare. If you 

want to realize the maximum value of the pill, I suggest you just take one." 

 

Ye Chen naturally noticed Jin Lengyan's expression. He laughed and said, "in that case, let's make a price 

for the other four pills." 

 

Jinlengyan chest some ups and downs, shortness of breath, dead staring at Ye Chen said: "Mr. Ye, you 

are going to sell these four to my Jin family alone?" 

 

Unknowingly, even the call has changed. 

 

Ye Chen nodded: "just don't know if you can eat at home?" 

 

Jin Lengyan quickly took out a bank card from his bag and respectfully said to ye CHENGONG: "Mr. Ye, 

this card is one billion yuan, and the password is 256678. It is my existing property, which is used to buy 

the four pills of Mr. Ye. Of course, this is far from enough, so add a condition.From now on, my Jin family 

owes Mr. Ye a favor. No matter what happens, the Jin family is willing to help you settle the problem. " 

 

Ye Chen nodded. Originally, five pills had a minimum of 1 billion yuan, but now they are sold separately. 

Four pills are worth one billion yuan. Plus a favor from the Jin family, it's not too bad. 

 

"That's it. As for the auction one, you can transfer it to this card Ye Chen gets up and leaves, because the 

auction is about to start. 

 

"Mr. Ye, take your time." 

 

After ye Chen leaves, Jin Lengyan looks at the pill in the palm of his hand and falls into meditation. 



 

For a long time, she broadcast a phone call and said, "help me investigate a person. His name is Ye Chen. 

I want all his information, including anyone he has contacted in the past six months." 

 

…… 

 

When ye Chen arrived at the auction, he found that it had already begun. 

 

He soon saw Xia Ruoxue and Zhu Zixuan. There was an empty seat beside them, which was obviously 

his. 

 

He walked over and sat down. 

 

Summer if snow beautiful Mou looks at Ye Chen in surprise, then smile way: "money makes up 

enough?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded: "put together a billion, still not bad." 

 

"Poof!" 

 

She was drinking water, and Zhu Zixuan sprayed it out. 

 

Xia Ruo gave Ye Chen a white look: "I haven't seen you for a while. Your bragging skills have improved a 

lot. Can your broken prescription sell for one billion yuan? You see, Zixuan doesn't believe it. " 

 

Ye Chen doesn't plan to pay attention to Xia Ruoxue and looks directly at the stage. 

 

At the moment, a famous painting is being auctioned. The price has reached 40 million yuan. It was 

finally taken by a middle-aged man wearing glasses. 

 



"The next item is the last piece of the first link. It is called the tears of stars. It is the last work of Ding 

Yuanchang, a jewelry master in Jiangnan province. Unfortunately, it is only a semi-finished product. It is 

said that Mr. Ding wants to complete it at the last moment of his life and give it to his granddaughter. 

 

It's a pity that you have not finished traveling around the lake. It was stolen by accident a few years ago. 

The last time it appeared at a French auction five years ago was contributed by an overseas collector. 

The starting price is 60 million yuan, and each increase shall not be less than 2 million yuan. " 

 

Ye Chen was not very interested in this thing, but at the moment, he was surprised to find that Xia 

Ruoxue's body was shaking all the time. 

 

He turned around, but noticed that Xia Ruoxue's eyes were red, and tears were dripping down her 

cheek. Her slender fingers grasped the handrail, and her eyes were fixed on the tears of the stars on the 

stage. 

 

Excited to the extreme. 

 

Ye Chen also looks at the tears of the stars on the stage. Is the story told by the host population true? 

 

Xia Ruoxue is Ding Yuanchang's granddaughter! 
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"65 million." 

 

Cried a dandy in a suit. 

 

Ding Yuanchang is one of the top jewelry masters in China. His last work is worth a lot. 

 

In addition, the work is still unfinished, the beauty of the incomplete, the value in the market sometimes 

far exceeds the complete necklace. 



 

"68 million." 

 

Tao Yuan, the famous master of collection in Jiangcheng, also showed his brand. 

 

"70 million." 

 

Xia ruoshue listens to the sound that constantly rings in the ear, the red lip nibbles. 

 

She hates it! 

 

Why break up with Xia family at this time! 

 

If she had sold Huamei group before, she would have taken down the tears of the stars. 

 

But now, she can't afford to pay for the film. 

 

She subconsciously looks at Ye Chen, and originally wanted to ask Ye Chen to help, but when her ear 

rings 92 million, her last glimmer of hope is dashed. 

 

Now, even ye Chen is not qualified to shoot. 

 

Ye Chen naturally noticed Xia Ruoxue's nervousness. He stood up and said, "I'll go to the toilet." 

 

"Good..." Xia Ruoxue is quite lost. 

 

After a while, ye Chen found Jin Lengyan and asked Jin Lengyan to find an identity to photograph the 

tears of the stars. 

 



Jin Lengyan is quite curious. He can see that ye Chen has some accomplishments. He should be an 

ancient martial artist. 

 

But what do ancient warriors do with this kind of ordinary jewelry? 

 

Give a woman? 

 

"Well, Mr. Ye, take this cell phone. If you want to shoot anything and it's inconvenient to do it, you can 

contact me through this mobile phone, and I'll send someone to bid for you." Golden Goose Road. 

 

Ye Chen takes over the mobile phone, but has a good feeling for the golden goose. It seems that the 

family behind her let her control the auction. 

 

"By the way, Mr. Ye, now the bidding price of the tears of stars has reached 96 million yuan. May I ask 

your bottom line? I think the 100 million yuan should be over." Golden Goose Road. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, thought for a while, and finally said seriously: "the direct quotation is 

200 million yuan. If anyone else continues to follow, add another 100 million. " 

 

Hearing this, Jin Lengyan's body was stunned at the spot. 

 

Although she knows Ye Chen has at least 1 billion cash flow, it is not such a waste of money! 

 

the necklace has no aura at all. Why do you want to do this? 

 

…… 

 

One minute after the auction. 

 

Ye Chen has returned to the position above. 



 

Only two people are bidding for the last item on the field, and one of them has calmed down. 

 

The tears of the stars are worth a lot, but if you spend 100 million, you will be losing money. 

 

The host struck a hammer and said, "98 million, once! Is there anything higher? " 

 

"98 million, twice!" 

 

A smile on the corner of his mouth. 

 

If anyone is 2 million higher than him, he will continue to shoot. His bottom line is 140 million. 

 

Everyone at the scene thought that the tears of stars were just jewels and necklaces. It was a big 

mistake! Only he knew that the tears of stars were not only jewelry, but also had a great connection 

with Xia family in Jiangnan province! 

 

He even knew Xia Ruoxue was at the scene. 

 

When the time comes, I'll take a picture of it and give it to Xia Ruoxue. Xia Ruoxue's heart is dark. Maybe 

his family can take advantage of Xia's family! 

 

At the moment, Xia Ruoxue also looked at the dandy who called the highest price, with a slight frown on 

his willow eyebrows. 

 

She had made up her mind that no matter who shot it in the end, she would take it at all costs. 

 

Host see no one to continue to bid, just want to hammer, a female voice from the auction house 

broadcast: "a gentleman who does not want to reveal his name bid 200 million." 

 



When you hear 200 million people take a breath! 

 

The tears of the stars that have not yet been completed, there will be 200 million people! 

 

Is this crazy? Money, no place to spend? 

 

Summer if snow beautiful eyes full of surprise, but also subconsciously covered their own mouth, do not 

let themselves call out. 

 

At the moment, the dandy who called the highest price was extremely pale. 

 

Kill a Chen Yaojin on the way, completely interrupted his plan! The key point is that he can't continue to 

bid! 

 

"200 million, the first time!" 

 

"200 million, the second time!" 

 

"200 million, the third time! deal! Let's congratulate this Well Sir, who would not be named. " 

 

All people's expressions are strange, but ye Chen's mouth shows a mysterious smile. 

 

A few days ago, he learned from the chat between Sun Yi and Xia Ruoxue that it seemed that Xia 

Ruoxue's birthday was coming. 

 

In that case, take this necklace and give it to her. 

 

Just then, the dandy stood up crazily and said, "how could someone pay 200 million! It must be your 

auctionBefore the words finished, the golden goose in cheongsam appeared in the auction house! 

 



"Are you questioning my gold family?" the voice of the cold pole rang out 

 

When all the people present see the golden goose, they will shake the cloth! 

 

Because the spokesman of the Jin family of Jiangcheng Wudao family finally appeared! 

 

Although the dandy didn't know who the woman in front of him was, he understood the reaction of the 

people around him and said, "no It's not... " 

 

Jin Lengyan snorted coldly: "come on, drag this guy out, break hands and feet!" 

 

Incomparably overbearing! 

 

This is the details of Gu Wu Jin's family! 

 

The dandy was taken away by two men in Chinese tunic the next second. 

 

His crazy struggle, is shouting: "I am Qiu Mingkai, you can't move me..." 

 

Jin Lengyan's eyes were cold, and he said, "the Qiu family in Jiangcheng can't step into the auction again 

from now on. Those who violate it will be killed!" 

 

Just two words, let the atmosphere on the field depressed. 

 

The general families in Jiangcheng do not know the identity of Jin Lengyan. Only the ancient warriors 

and the top families know what the word "Jin" means in Jiangcheng. 

 

Then, Jin Lengyan looked at Ye Chen on the seat and went to the center of the stage: "next, I announce 

that the second stage of the auction will begin! However, I would like to give you a hint that the final 

product of this time is no longer the Baicao tripod, but there is a new auction as the finale 



 

As soon as the words came out, some people who came to the pot changed their color. 

 

They don't dare to throw it alone now. Since Jin Lengyan says so, the last thing that counts must be 

more precious than Baicao Ding! 

 

"The first item, the golden thread, started at 90 million." 

 

…… 

 

"The seventh item, Mo style sword technique, starts at 150 million yuan." 

 

"160 million!" 

 

"180 million!" 

 

Ye Chen is not interested in other things at all. For him, most of them are useless things. 

 

In his eyes, there was no difference between the gold thread clothes and the garbage. 

 

But they were robbed by these ancient warriors! 

 

It seems that there is a big gap between China and that place. This group of people think that they are 

superior, but they don't know that they are as small as dust in that place. 

 

Mo style sword was finally taken by a woman, with a price of 280 million yuan. 

 

Jin Lengyan's eyes will inadvertently fall on Ye Chen's body. She finds that up to now, ye Chen has never 

offered a price. Is this guy only interested in the tears of the stars? 

 



No longer thinking about it, she asked the three warriors to take a huge box. When the box was opened, 

it was an ancient bronze tripod! 

 

"This is the original final auction, now it is the penultimate one. It was obtained by our Jin family in 

Shennong mountain. It is called Baicao Ding. It can be used to refine medicine or as a collection. The 

starting price is 300 million, and the price increase should not be less than 10 million every time." 

 

"Boom 

 

This moment, ye Chen Mou son is full of blazing heat, shortness of breath! 

 

Because the tripod on the stage is the Dan Ding that he dreams of! 

 

Key product level is not low! 
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Ye Chen's ear has already sounded a quote. 

 

It's 400 million in five minutes. 

 

It can be seen that most of the people are aiming at the pot. 

 

If it wasn't for a more important piece in the back, the scene would have been more uncontrollable. 

 

Ye Chen eyes micro MI, directly sent a short message to Jin Lengyan, let her take Baicao Ding. 

 

On the stage, seeing the short message, Jin Lengyan outlined a very sexy smile. 

 



"Dan, is it right for you to clap at the back 

 

Jin Lengyan certainly doesn't think ye Chen is an alchemist. 

 

How can you understand alchemy when you are so young? 

 

"430 million!" 

 

"440 million!" 

 

…… 

 

The price is still going up, but there are not many people calling. 

 

At this level, they are all rational people who will analyze the immediate interests. 

 

Jin Lengyan glanced at it. When he found out the bidder, he was stunned. It was Jiang's family. 

 

There are only three Wudao families in Jiangcheng. Besides her Jin family, they are Jiang family and 

Meng family. 

 

And now it is the third son of the Chiang family, Jiang Wenlin. 

 

Jiang Wenlin's reputation is not very good to listen to, the means is cruel, he wants things, will get by 

any means. 

 

If ye Chen really photographed this thing, there will be a big event! 

 

No longer think about it, Jin Lengyan sends a short message to Ye Chen, telling the seriousness of the 

matter. 



 

She thought Ye Chen would give up, but she didn't expect that ye Chen only replied one word - pat! 

 

"A billion bought your pills, I took a big advantage, just, I'll help you block it." The golden goose 

murmured. 

 

On the field, Jiang Wenlin bid again: "460 million!" 

 

But soon there was a voice on the radio: "a gentleman who didn't want to be named offered 500 

million." 

 

The whole conference hall was suddenly quiet. 

 

Everyone thought that the mysterious man who shot the tears of stars that day was not from the 

ancient martial world. 

 

But now, obviously! 

 

Is this guy crazy? 

 

Must the rhythm of the auction be disrupted? 

 

Jiang Wenlin looked at the radio with cold eyes and snorted coldly. He quoted a price of 530 million 

yuan 

 

Just after the talk, the radio rang again! 

 

"A gentleman who did not want to be named offered 600 million." 

 

Sleeping trough! 



 

This is to make trouble! 

 

100 million, 100 million plus! 

 

The 500 million yuan of Baicao Ding has already been counted, but it has started again! 

 

This time it's 600 million! 

 

Play a fart! 

 

Jiang Wenlin's face was livid. In his opinion, the people behind the broadcast were undoubtedly 

challenging him! 

 

He stood up directly, glanced at the whole scene, and threatened with no politeness: "I don't care who 

you are, why do you hide and hide and dare not come out to meet people! If you dare to raise the price 

again, our Jiang family will surely find you! Let you regret today's behavior 

 

Threat! 

 

A naked threat! 

 

Jiang Wenlin sat down and bid again: "610 million." 

 

That's his bottom line. 

 

Suddenly, the radio rang again: "a gentleman who didn't want to be named offered 700 million." 

 

The whole hall fell into a dead silence. 

 



"Bang!" 

 

Jiang Wenlin clapped his hand on the table in front of him. In an instant, the whole mahogany table was 

smashed. It can be seen how terrible this power is! 

 

This represents the anger of his Chiang family! 

 

Jin Lengyan on the stage looked at the expressionless Ye Chen, but shook his head, hammered: "700 

million, the first time." 

 

"700 million, the second time." 

 

"700 million, the third time, deal!" 

 

Under the stage Ye Chen excitedly clenched his fist and finally got the Dan Ding. 

 

Naturally, he noticed Jiang Wenlin. 

 

Others may be afraid of him, but he is not ye Chen! 

 

If Jiang Wenlin really offends himself, he doesn't mind uprooting the so-called Jiang family by the roots! 

 

Jin Lengyan didn't want everyone to stay on this matter. He clapped his hands, and an old man took a 

box carefully. 

 

She took a look at the box and said to the audience, "this is something I just got from the Jin family. It's 

worth a lot of money. Guess what it is? " 

 

There were countless voices below. 

 



A minute later, Jin Lengyan shook his head: "everyone guessed wrong." 

 

"Miss King, don't be so cynical and speak up." There's someone down there in a hurry. 

 

Jin Lengyan smiles and opens the box directly. A strong danxiang overflows instantly! She opened the 

riddle and said:"It was identified by Jin Lengyan personally. It's a genuine pill! The starting price is 400 

million! Each time the price increase is no less than 30 million! " 

 

As soon as the words were said, more than a dozen people on the field stood up! Shortness of breath! 

Eyes have to look at the pills on the stage! 

 

Pills can not only heal wounds! It can also improve your accomplishments quickly! 

 

This is almost a legendary thing in the martial arts circle of China! 

 

Sleeping trough, now actually appeared in the auction! 

 

If others announced that they might not believe it, but Jin Lengyan personally identified it, how could it 

be fake! 

 

After a brief silence! More than a dozen people began to bid crazily! 

 

From 400 million to 500 million, 500 million to 600 million! 

 

"Ye Chen, is this really worth so much money?" Xia Ruoxue was slightly surprised. It was the first time 

she saw such a crazy auction. "Well, I forgot that you just came into contact with this level today..." 

 

Ye Chen's face on the seat is a little strange. 

 

Although things are rare, he still feels that the price of the pills he sold to the Jin family is too low! 



 

But he didn't care. After all, the higher the price of the pill, the more gratitude the Jin family owed him! 

 

After intense anxiety on the field, the pill was finally sold for 800 million yuan. 

 

What makes Ye Chen feel funny is that it was Jiang Wenlin who photographed it. It is estimated that this 

guy just asked his family to take several hundred million yuan. 

 

The auction came to a successful conclusion. 

 

Then there was the dinner at the hotel. 

 

"Ye Chen, we won't attend the dinner party. We'll go back together." Xia Ruoxue said, "by the way, you 

didn't say there were 1 billion yuan. How come you didn't take a picture from the beginning to the 

end?" 

 

Ye Chen embarrassed smile: "you and Zhu Zixuan talk about, I go to the toilet." 

 

Summer if snow beautiful Mou some helpless: "Ye Chen, you are not good at kidney, frequent urination, 

urgent urine..." 

 

"If you can, you can feel it yourself in the evening." 

 

Finish this sentence, ye Chen left, leaving only a little red face of summer if snow. 

 

Suite 001. 

 

Ye Chen sees the golden goose. 

 



Jin Lengyan handed out a card and said seriously: "Mr. Ye, this card has 1.5 billion yuan, 800 million yuan 

is the auction income, and the remaining 700 million yuan is what my father asked me to give you. Of 

course, the favor of the gold family is still there. After all, Mr. Ye still suffers." 

 

Ye Chen took over the bank card without any politeness. 

 

"What about Baicao Ding?" 

 

Jin Lengyan handed out a piece of paper: "Mr. Ye, for the sake of safety, please write your address and 

telephone number on it. I will send someone to deliver it in the evening." 

 

"Good." Ye Chen wrote down the telephone number and the address of Tangchen Yipin. 

 

"Mr. Ye, will the dinner stay? My father wants to invite you to dinner... " 

 

Jin Lengyan words have not finished, ye Chen refused. 

 

"I'm not used to eating out of dinner. I'm not used to eating out." 

 

"By the way, please send it on time in the evening." 

 

Ye Chen is ready to leave. 

 

There is something wrong with Jin Lengyan's face. Who dares to refuse her father's dinner? 

 

Countless martial arts masters would like to have dinner with her father! 

 

As a result, the boy was very good and refused directly! 

 

Does he think that after shooting the Baicao Ding, he will be completely finished? 



 

Her father invited him to dinner. He was saving him! 

 

"Ye Chen, ye Chen, although you have got the Baicao Ding, you should also be qualified to keep it! If you 

offend the Chiang family, you are looking for death without the protection of powerful forces. My 

golden family has already given you a chance. You don't cherish it... " 
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Millennium Hotel, 5th floor, monitoring room. 

 

Three security guards in charge of monitoring have fallen to the ground. 

 

Jiang Wenlin sat with his legs crossed, holding a box carefully in his hand, in which lay a pill with rich 

fragrance. 

 

"I didn't expect to have a surprise today. The fragrance of this pill is extremely pure. It's quite different 

from those pills collected by Jiang Jiazhen. It's a bit interesting..." 

 

The old man beside Jiang Wenlin also said: "young master, according to the Dan pattern, the exact 

refining time of this pill should be within ten days." 

 

"Oh? I don't know where the Jin family got the things. The old fox of the Jin family is willing to take out 

such good pills to shoot? Is it possible that the Jin family has already controlled the channels of pills? " 

Jiang Wenlin murmured. 

 

The old man said, "the young master said that this possibility is very large. Although Jin Lengyan is a 

woman, she is much higher than the others in the Jin family in terms of strength and strategy. There is a 

reason for the Jin family to push her to the top of the storm. If the Jin family really controls the source of 

the pills this time, it will certainly throw out a large part of the Jiang family. " 

 



Jiang Wenlin's eyes showed a trace of cold, immediately, turned his head to look for the man who was 

looking for monitoring, and asked, "what I asked you to check, has the result been found?" 

 

The man nodded and handed Jiang Wenlin the tablet with the document in his hand. 

 

There are three pictures on the panel. 

 

Ye Chen enters Jin Lengyan's suite for the first time. 

 

Ye Chen enters Jin Lengyan's suite at the auction. 

 

Ye Chen has just left the suite. 

 

The man continued: "young master, according to the monitoring of the hotel, this guy should be the one 

who robbed us of the Baicao Ding. Even the pills may come from this." 

 

Jiang Wenlin immediately stood up, eyes with the opportunity to kill and blazing: "what! All this person? 

Are you sure? " 

 

The man hesitated, or said: "Baicao Ding and Dan Yao are important things for the Jin family. Jin Lengyan 

should have personally asked about it. I transferred the monitoring. Today, Jin Lengyan only saw this 

man, so this man is the most suspect." 

 

Jiang Wenlin looked at Ye Chen in the picture and sneered: "even the things of my Jiang family dare to 

move. I think you really don't know how to write dead characters!" 

 

"Let's go. I'm going to meet this boy. What's his confidence to do with my Chiang family's things?" 

 

After Jiang Wenlin left the monitoring room, Jin Lengyan also came to the monitoring room, ready to 

clean up the monitoring data. 

 



In the past, this time, she decided to do it herself. 

 

But when she saw several security guards lying across the surveillance room, her face changed. 

 

She's obviously late! 

 

And it must be the Chiang family who broke into the monitoring room! 

 

Ye Chen is in danger! 

 

Although the Dan Chen refused to take advantage of her father's medicine at home, she could not take 

advantage of them. 

 

"Jin Qian!" 

 

"Miss, I'm here." A middle-aged man said. 

 

"Follow Ye Chen and them. If this guy's life is in danger, we'll rescue him once. It's also a debt to him 

from the Jin family." 

 

Jin Lengyan ordered. 

 

"Yes, miss!" 

 

…… 

 

In front of the Millennium Hotel. 

 

Ye Chen and Xia Ruoxue go out together, and Zhu Zixuan quietly follows behind, uneasy. 



 

Walking in front of Ye Chen suddenly thought of something, looked back at Zhu Zixuan and asked, "how 

do you go back?" 

 

"Mr. Ye, I'll take a taxi..." 

 

Ye Chen is stunned. According to Zhu's family background, Zhu Zixuan has a driver waiting for her every 

time she goes out. How come she has to take a taxi now? 

 

Is there something wrong with the Zhu family? 

 

When he first came to Jiangcheng, Zhu Rende also helped him a lot. If Zhu's family was in trouble, he 

would not ignore it. 

 

"Is something going on at home?" Ye Chen Dao. 

 

Zhu Zixuan shook her head: "Mr. Ye, no No 

 

Ye Chen sighed helplessly and stretched out his hand: "give me your mobile phone." 

 

Zhu Zixuan did it honestly. 

 

Ye Chen enters the number and returns it to Zhu Zixuan. 

 

"If something really happens, call me and help me. That's it. I'll go first. " 

 

Zhu Zixuan looks at the back of Ye Chen and Xia Ruoxue leaving. Her eyes are red. After a while, her 

mobile phone rings. When she sees the caller ID above, she looks pale to the extreme. 

 

It's time to come. 



 

…… 

 

"Ye Chen, why does that little girl call you Mr. Ye all the time? It's so ugly to hear all the time." Summer 

if snow smile way. 

 

"Barking, I feel like an old man." 

 

Ye Chen stood at the intersection and called a taxi. He was just going to sit with Xia Ruoxue. Suddenly, 

his eyes flashed a trace of coldness, and hurriedly said to the driver, "master, we don't want to sit, you 

go." 

 

The driver immediately felt cheated. If you don't take the bus, you'll be a fart!He just wanted to scold, 

but when he saw Ye Chen's eyes, his mouth was still honestly closed, the accelerator stepped on, and 

left directly. 

 

Summer if snow beautiful eyes twinkle doubt: "Ye Chen, not say to go back? Why don't you leave again? 

" 

 

Ye Chen's murderous opportunity disappears immediately, looks around, directly pulls Xia ruoshue into 

a Starbucks coffee shop. 

 

"I suddenly want to drink coffee. Would you please order me a cup of coffee and wait for me here?" Ye 

Chen ordered. 

 

"I'll sit here and wait? Why are you going there 

 

Xia Ruoxue looks rather strange. I don't know why she always feels strange today. 

 

Ye Chen smile: "I go to the toilet." 

 

Xia Ruoxue completely took, a face of black line. 



 

How many times did ye Chen go to the toilet today? I didn't see how much water he drank! 

 

"Well, I'll light your coffee first, and you'll come back soon." Xia Ruoxue whispered. 

 

But before she finished her words, ye Chen left in a hurry. 

 

"Hello, Hello, ye Chen..."! Isn't there a toilet in the coffee shop? Why do you go out? " 

 

The gate closes. 

 

Ye Chen disappears in her sight. 

 

…… 

 

Leaving the coffee shop, ye Chen's harmless smile disappeared completely. 

 

Turn, but a cold kill. 

 

His indifferent eyes fell into the crowd. 

 

"You should not know my principle, any threat, I will kill in the cradle." 

 

Ye Chen lit a cigarette and went to the northwest. There were not many people there. There was an 

alley with several garbage cans. 

 

It's obviously a garbage disposal station in the street. 

 

Not far away. 



 

"Young master, it seems that the boy has found us?" An old man said. 

 

"Discovery? Hum! How about finding us! " Jiang Wenlin said coldly. 

 

"Young master, what about the girl in the coffee shop?" 

 

"The girl is growing well. I'll wait until I solve the boy and ask the secret of the potion and the pill." 

 

Jiang Wenlin and others soon followed. 

 

After a while, the three men came to the alley. They saw a young man leaning against the wall and put 

out his cigarette. Then he bent his finger and flicked the cigarette end across a curve and directly wiped 

Jiang Wenlin's cheek! 

 

"I've been waiting for you for one minute and five seconds, and finally I've come." 
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Jiang Wenlin felt his cheek subconsciously, and instantly found a faint bloodstain. His face changed 

slightly. 

 

How can a cigarette end emit such power? 

 

Is that boy a master! 

 

I don't know why, from the moment he stepped into the alley, he always felt an invisible aura 

condensed. 

 



It was as if they had entered the field of the young man. 

 

He dissipated the ridiculous ideas in his mind and walked towards the young man step by step. 

 

In the whole Jiangcheng area, in addition to the Jin family and Meng family, only the Jiang family has the 

right to speak. 

 

He has never seen the boy in front of him. What strength can he have? 

 

That cigarette butt was just a coincidence! 

 

If the other side really has the strength, still need to cover up to take a hundred grass tripod? 

 

Obviously, it was for fear of offending him that the Chiang family would do so. 

 

"Boy, it's you who took the picture of Baicao Ding." Jiang Wenlin's tone is a little cold. 

 

"That's right." 

 

Ye Chen admits without hesitation. 

 

Hearing these two words, Jiang Wenlin was stunned. He didn't expect that the other side would admit it 

so easily. 

 

"Is it you who provide pills to the Jin family?" Jiang Wenlin tried. 

 

"Yes." 

 

Ye Chen still admits. 



 

This time, not only Jiang Wenlin was confused, but also the two masters of Jiang family behind him. 

 

Such an important secret, most people choose not to admit it. 

 

After all, what can't they do to him? 

 

But the other side is so open and aboveboard to admit! 

 

It's totally unexpected! 

 

No fool? 

 

Too long for your life? 

 

If this secret is known by the martial arts masters of Jiangcheng and even the whole Jiangnan Province, 

the boy will surely die! 

 

Jiang Wenlin even doubted the authenticity of the youth's words in front of him. 

 

"It's you who took the pot, I'm sure. But why do you admit that you also provided the pills for the 

auction?" 

 

"Do you know what pills mean in China?" 

 

"I guess you don't even know what pills are!" 

 

Jiang Wenlin's voice is a little cold, in his look, this boy must be playing him! 

 



"Is it?" 

 

Ye Chen outlines a smile at the corner of his mouth. Next second, he takes out a handful of pills directly 

from his pocket. 

 

A whole bunch. 

 

"Well Are these pills enough to prove it? " 

 

At this moment, Jiang Wenlin and the other two Jiang family masters were stunned, and the whole alley 

fell into a dead silence. 

 

Their eyes are fixed on the pills in Ye Chen's hand, a lot of pills 

 

Staring at me. 

 

It's like sculpture! 

 

Not even breathing! 

 

Only because the boy's hands are really pills! Pills with Dan lines! 

 

It was a long time before Jiang Wenlin regained his mind, and his eyes produced a cold chance to kill 

him! 

 

In his opinion, those pills belong to him! This kid is not qualified at all! 

 

Once he gets these things, he will be the master of Jiang family in the future! 

 



He raised his head and a penetrating smile appeared in the corner of his mouth: "boy, you are very 

conscious. Hand over these pills, and then tell me the source of the pills. You can be my dog beside Jiang 

Wenlin. No one dares to move your dog in Jiangcheng city." 

 

Ye Chen stretched out a stretch, looked at Jiang Wenlin, said faintly: "Hello, do you know why I want to 

tell you these?" 

 

"Why?" Jiang Wenlin subconsciously said. 

 

"Because only the dead can keep the secret forever." 

 

The voice was extremely cold. 

 

At this moment, the sudden sentence made the atmosphere of the alley suddenly dull. 

 

There was a little more tension in the air. 

 

Jiang Wenlin's face turned black. He glanced at the middle-aged man beside him and said, "Jiang Meng, 

break this guy's hands and feet and bring it to me." 

 

"Yes, young master!" 

 

The words fall, Jiang fiercely moved, like an arrow from the string, rushed out, three meters away from 

ye Chen, suddenly soared into the air, and suddenly stepped on the wall! 

 

Body actually with the help of inertia, jump five meters high! Then the body a turn, a leg mercilessly 

toward Ye Chen pressed down! 

 

The strength of this leg has reached half a step! There are hundreds of Jin of force! 

 

The wind blows! 



 

Once it falls on the body, it will not die or die! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are more and more powerful, the next moment, direct hand! 

 

No fancy! 

 

In this way, the real Qi moves towards the top with a fist! 

 

This blow, seemingly plain, but came the sound of air explosion! 

 

Even people have the illusion that the sky will explode! 

 

Jiang Meng, who suddenly fell down, suddenly noticed an air current winding around his fist, and his 

pupil suddenly enlarged!Because the air flow is real! 

 

This boy is really angry! 

 

He wanted to take back his leg, but it was too late! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

One punch and one leg crash! 

 

"Click!" A sound, resounding throughout the alley. 

 

Jiang Meng's right leg almost twisted and hit his own face with a strange gesture! 

 

Strong sense of tearing makes him worse than dead! 



 

This is not the most terrible, Jiang Meng also felt a burst of energy in the moment of touching, 

penetrating his internal organs! 

 

He couldn't help it any longer, spitting out a mouthful of blood in the air, and then the whole person hit 

the wall! 

 

There was another loud noise. Jiang Meng's bones seemed to be broken. He was lying on the ground, 

spitting blood in his mouth, which was extremely painful! 

 

Who could have thought that a young boy who was still in infancy would seriously injure Jiang Meng, 

who was half a step into the realm, with a single punch! 

 

Jiang Wenlin and another old man's heart seemed to twitch at the moment. 

 

They have seen many martial arts skills, but they have never seen such a domineering punch. 

 

Before they react, ye Chen has come to them step by step. 

 

Jiang Wenlin snorted coldly: "Stinky boy, dare to kill my Jiang family, do you know what it means? Your 

parents, all the people around you, including the woman in that coffee shop, are going to die! 

Jiangcheng Wudao family is not something you can do with such powerless rubbish! " 

 

"You talk too much." Ye Chen's cold voice has appeared in his ear. 

 

Jiang Wenlin's face changed greatly: "old min, go up together, kill this son!" 

 

Both of them are masters. In Jiang Wenlin's opinion, once they join hands, they can kill the youth in 

front of them! 

 

"Yes, young master!" 



 

I saw that old min's sleeve trembled, and a sharp short knife appeared in his palm. When the knife 

turned, it was cutting toward Ye Chen's neck along a strange arc! 

 

This knife is very accurate! Very cruel! 

 

If the knife falls, it must be bloodthirsty. 

 

Jiang Wenlin stepped out step by step. The dust rose, and the ground was even more cracked. At the 

same time, he clapped it out with a rolling momentum and locked Ye Chen! 

 

"Boy, it's your honor to die under the charge of my Jiang family's galloping thunder!" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the two murders and laughed. 

 

Such rubbish means dare to call Wudao family? 

 

He only stretched out a hand, light way: "kill you, my one hand is enough." 

 

The words fell, ye Chen's hand flashed like thunder and lightning, directly clasped Lao min's wrist, 

"click!" A sound, old min only felt an invisible gas locked him! His wrist was twisted, almost 360 degrees! 

 

But the knife was held by death! 

 

The next second, a crushing force seemed to control his hand and knife! 

 

The backhand folded, and cut directly at Jiang Wenlin's outstretched arm! 

 

"Young master! Be careful 

 



But it's too late! 

 

Lao Min wants to take back his hand or loosen his knife, but he finds that he can't do it at all! 

 

The strange man in front of him controls everything! 

 

"Dang!" 

 

The knife fell to the ground. 

 

But the dagger is full of blood. 

 

Jiang Wenlin felt something wrong. He looked down and found that his whole arm was gone! The blood 

of the body is flowing! 
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"My hand Where's my hand 

 

At this moment, Jiang Wenlin panicked! 

 

Really flustered! His whole body was shaking! 

 

It's more painful to kill a man who has no hands than to kill him! 

 

How did this kid do it? 

 

Although he has just stepped into the realm of master, Lao Min has been a master for three years! 



 

Can't they even kill this boy? 

 

The key to the whole process, the other side has only one hand! 

 

Sleeping trough! 

 

Is this kid a fucker! 

 

When did Jiangcheng have such characters! 

 

Countless fears surround him, he wants to run, but in this case, what can he run with! 

 

"Young master, I'll hold him back. Run! As long as you run to the auction, he won't dare to move you! " 

 

Finish saying that, old min whole body carries vigor, toward Ye Chen killed past! 

 

Jiang Wenlin didn't care about anything. He covered his bloody arm and ran out of the alley! 

 

Very fast! 

 

Ye Chen does not have any plan to chase, tiptoe move, see that the short knife on the ground seems to 

pierce the air and fly out! 

 

"Poof!" A sound, accurate stab into Jiang Wenlin's right leg! 

 

Not only that, but also let the dagger pierce through the past! 

 

Jiang Wenlin lost his center of gravity and fell to the ground. 



 

Ye Chen faces the hand of old min, directly claps off the other party's one blow, at the same time, 

backhand a buckle, directly grasped his neck. 

 

"Next life, don't mess with me!" 

 

"Click!" A sound, ye Chen directly twisted old min's neck. 

 

He will not keep his hand, nor will he let the tiger go back to the mountain. 

 

He had just arrived there five years ago, and his kindness almost killed him. 

 

He gradually understood that the world, there is not too much love, there is no so-called good 

intentions have good pay! Only the weak eat! 

 

You are strong! Ten thousand people surrender! 

 

You shrink! Dogs dare to climb on you and bark! 

 

Today you are kind to the enemy! Tomorrow, the enemy is cruel to you! 

 

Solve the old min, ye Chen came to Jiang Wenlin! 

 

When Jiang Wenlin saw the shadow behind him, he could not help but feel cool! 

 

The two masters of Jiang family are dead! Next, of course, it's his turn! 

 

"You You can't kill me! I'm the third son of Jiang family! I am Jiang Yuanli's son! " 

 



"My father is the 514th master of China! If you kill me, you offend Jiang Yuanli! Offended the whole 

Chiang family 

 

His voice was almost frightened, and even wanted to shout out loud, let others come to save him! 

 

Ye Chen frowns slightly. 

 

What is the list of Chinese masters? 

 

There are 514 more. 

 

There are so many masters in China? 

 

I remember Zhu Rende told him that there were 50 masters and 10 top masters in Huaxia. 

 

It seems that there are many masters hidden in China. 

 

Jiang Wenlin saw Ye Chen did not immediately start, thinking that the other side was afraid. 

 

Yes, which martial arts man in Jiangcheng doesn't know his father! 

 

His fear gradually turned to cold: "since you know Jiang Yuanli, why do you want to cut off my arm?" 

 

"In my father's way, I know you do to me! I guarantee that everyone around you will be cut off by him 

 

"My father's strength looks at the whole river city, at least can rank in the top ten, what do you take to 

fight with me!" 

 

Jiang Wenlin says more and more! He's venting! Crazy vent! 



 

"Are you finished?" A cold voice interrupted him. 

 

Jiang Wenlin was stunned. He didn't respond to it. Another voice fell down! 

 

"What kind of thing is Jiang Yuanli? If he dares to give me an idea, he will still die if he comes!" 

 

The next second, ye Chen directly seized Jiang Wenlin's neck and lifted him up! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

What's more, Jiang Wenlin's body was smashed on the wall! 

 

Jiang Wenlin screamed: "ah ah! You This beast! I'm going to kill you! Kill your family! Ah 

 

"Click!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly makes a force, Jiang Wenlin's bones almost twist! 

 

At the moment, Jiang Wenlin is not as good as death. His face is twisted and ferocious! 

 

He found himself meeting the devil! The devil pulled him into the abyss and tortured him! 

 

The key partner is not afraid of his father! 

 

His whole body is cold, and he can see that ye Chen's whole body is suffused with a trace of red evil 

spirit, just like the devil crawling out of the nine hell! 

 

"Please Let me go My Chiang family is willing to give you anything! " 



 

Jiang Wenlin is completely helpless, he has no choice, he is really afraid! 

 

"If I let you go, you'll give me anything, right?" Ye Chen's faint voice rings out.Hearing this sentence, 

Jiang Wenlin's eyes appeared a light, nodded like pounding garlic: "yes, yes, anything can be! Women, 

money, status and martial arts are all OK! " 

 

He has lost face. 

 

As long as he can survive, he can find his father's revenge and make this boy worse than death! He'll let 

his father kill all the people around him! 

 

And let him watch his relatives leave one by one! ha-ha! 

 

So he has to survive at all costs. 

 

And now, judging from the boy's reaction, there is drama! 

 

In his ecstasy, the cold voice sounded again: "unfortunately, I just want your life." 

 

Jiang Wenlin's eyes widened when he heard this sentence. Before he could react, he felt an invisible 

force penetrating his whole body! 

 

Extremely painful! 

 

He looks pale! Then suddenly blue! At last, only "click!" One sound! 

 

His vitality has completely disappeared! 

 

Jiang Wenlin, the third young master of Jiang family, die! 



 

Ye Chen throws Jiang Wenlin's body on the ground with indifferent eyes. He is not an evil devil. He just 

wants to protect the people around him. 

 

If these three people do not die, maybe Sun Yi and Xia Ruoxue will have an accident. 

 

In the past five years, he tried his best to practice, but he didn't want to feel powerless again. 

 

…… 

 

And now, on the roof. 

 

Jin Qian of the Jin family witnessed all this. 

 

He had intended to save Ye Chen when Jiang Wenlin killed Ye Chen. He never thought that the other 

party not only did not need to save, but also killed the three easily! 

 

Even the third young master of the Chiang family will not let go! 

 

Ye Chen is not only powerful, but also cruel! 

 

When did this kind of decisive talent appear in Jiangcheng? 

 

Is the pattern of Jiangcheng changing completely? 

 

He shivered, and a deep fear enveloped him. 

 

He even felt that if he was in front of the young man, he would not be able to bear a move! 

 



He just wanted to leave, but found a shadow beside him! 

 

"Have you seen enough?" 

 

Sleeping trough! In front of him is that evil spirit! 

 

He When did he come up! 

 

Ye Chen is about to make a move With a sound, Jin Qian knelt down directly! 

 

"Mr. Ye, don't kill me! I'm from the Jin family. It's the lady who asked me to help you... " 

 

He was amused to say that. 

 

How can such a strong man need the rubbish of his realm? 

 

He even suspected that, according to the young people's work style in front of him, he would be 

obliterated! 

 

Get rid of the roots! 

 

"Golden goose?" 

 

"Yes, yes, yes..." 

 

"Oh. Help me to bring her a message. Don't try to interfere in my life. Otherwise, the gold family will be 

the same. " 

 

"And, the bodies have been disposed of." 



 

With that, ye Chen jumped down from the roof and landed steadily. He walked slowly towards the 

Starbucks coffee shop like a man who was OK. 

 

Leave the alley and step into the sun. 

 

Ye Chen's killing opportunity completely dissipates, and ordinary people have no difference. 

 

Ye Chen left a whole minute, Jin Qian did not move. 

 

His clothes were as if they had been fished out of the water. 

 

Suddenly, he thought of something, quickly took out a black mobile phone, broadcast a short. 

 

The phone is on. 

 

"Miss, something has happened! Jiang Wenlin, dead! " 
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Jin Lengyan received the call and soon came to the alley. 

 

When he saw the three icy bodies, his face was as white as the eye could see. 

 

The breath almost froze. 

 

It was not others who died, but the third young master of the Chiang family! 

 



This matter is too big, big to the whole Jiangcheng earthquake! 

 

This is not an ordinary earthquake, just one person can not bear it! 

 

Jin Lengyan squatted down and looked at several people's injuries and frowned. 

 

If the Chiang family knew that, he would be angry! 

 

"Jin Qian, you tell me everything that happened just now, every detail. You can't leave anything behind!" 

 

Jin Lengyan is extremely serious. 

 

"Yes, miss! Just now Mr. ye came to the alley... " 

 

When Jin Qian finished talking about all the process, Jin Lengyan's eyes appeared a touch of 

unprecedented fear. 

 

One hand, one move, will break the arms of the two masters of the Jiang family! 

 

One person, only one person, killed three strong martial arts! 

 

Cruel and cruel, killing a master is like killing a chicken! 

 

That's what happened. 

 

The key is a young man in his twenties! 

 

She did not know how ye Chen did it, she only knew that the consequences of this matter were 

unimaginable! 



 

Without hesitation, she called her father. 

 

At this point, she can't make up her mind. 

 

Hang up the phone, Jin Lengyan told Jin Qian: "dispose of the body, and then send the clean background 

to Jiang's house! When they come back, they erase all the evidence, including the person who sent it. " 

 

Jin Qian was stunned: "to Jiang's house? That doesn't mean a showdown... " 

 

Looking at the three corpses, Jin Lengyan's eyes were extremely heavy. He murmured: "this is not 

something that can be controlled by our Jin family. If the Jiang family still finds Ye Chen, we can only 

stand by. What he does is borne by himself!" 

 

"Yes, miss!" 

 

…… 

 

Starbucks coffee shop. 

 

Summer if snow bored stir coffee, when see ye Chen appear, she just long breath. 

 

I don't know why, but I'm worried. 

 

When ye Chen appeared in front of her, her worries were swept away. She said in a slightly angry tone: 

"Ye Chen, why do you spend more and more time in the toilet? It's ten minutes. You see, the coffee is 

cold!" 

 

Ye Chen smiles, very warm, and just Lane killing machine is completely different. 

 



Then he picked up the coffee on the table and gulped it out. 

 

See this scene, summer if snow beautiful eyes stare big. 

 

It was the first time that she had seen someone drink coffee as water in all her years. 

 

Ye Chen puts down the cup and directly holds Xia Ruoxue's hand, regardless of whether the other party 

is willing to go outside. 

 

He stopped a taxi and said to the driver, "master, go to Dadu apartment." 

 

I don't know if there are Chiang family members in this place. It's better to leave first. 

 

While in the car, he also sent a message to ye Lingtian, asking him to send more people to protect Xia 

Ruoxue and Sun Yi. By the way, he learned about the three Wudao families in Jiangcheng and the so-

called master list from ye Lingtian. 

 

He found the Chiang family more difficult than he thought. 

 

Because the ancient Chinese martial arts cultivation system was not perfect from the early stage. 

 

It can be divided into external force, internal force, small internal force, large internal force, peak 

internal force, half step transformation, and transformation master. 

 

In fact, in the final analysis, there are three big realms, namely, external force, internal force and 

transformation state. These great realms are further divided into several small realms. 

 

However, there is no subdivision after the transformation, which is collectively referred to as the grand 

master. 

 



There were strong and weak masters. Later, someone set up a list of Chinese masters to distinguish their 

strength. 

 

The division of this realm led to the stagnation of ancient Chinese military power. 

 

It's really not as good as one's own cultivation. There are nine levels in each realm, such as quenching 

body state, Kaiyuan state, pneumatic state, separation and separation state, and true Yuan state. 

 

clearly. 

 

Now I'm on the fifth floor of Kaiyuan realm, and I'm almost on the sixth floor. 

 

According to this list of Chinese masters, there should be no problem before 500. 

 

On the contrary, he hoped that Jiang Yuanli would find himself, so that he could understand the gold 

content of the whole list of Chinese masters. 

 

Half an hour later, they finally arrived at Dadu apartment. 

 

Sun Yi, who made the meal, was a little surprised that they actually came back together. However, they 

didn't think much about it. It is estimated that they met in the elevator. 

 

During the meal, Sun Yi thought of something and joked to Ye Chen: "xiaochenzi, our summer beauty 

will have her birthday next week. Do you have any idea what kind of Bo Meiren you want to give a smile 

to?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue is also quite looking forward to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen took a mouthful of vegetables and pretended: "this year, what gift to send? Send a wechat red 

envelope is not OK. Just go with your heart."Words fall, ye Chen will feel his feet were severely trampled 

on! Look up, see summer if snow Mou son almost burst out of spark. 

 



"Joking, joking, by the way, Sun Yi, what are you sending..." Ye Chen changed the topic. 

 

Sun Yi blinked her big eyes and said to Xia Ruoxue, "well, when I was sleeping with Ruoxue yesterday, I 

rubbed the size of a certain part of ruoshue. Women, of course, give women suitable things..." 

 

Ye Chen's subconscious brain makes up for the next picture, which is very fragrant. 

 

Xia Ruoxue sees that Sun Yi is also bullying herself. She is shy and shy. She puts down her chopsticks and 

rushes to Sun Yi. 

 

"Sun Yi, I'll take your measurements now." 

 

The two girls started fighting like this, but ye Chen was cheap and saw a lot of spring. 

 

Not long, ye Chen found that the mobile phone rang, is a strange number, he frowned, then pressed the 

answer button. 

 

"Mr. Ye, I'm Zixuan. I'm I didn't disturb you You Can you help my grandfather? I really can't help it! " 

 

At the other end of the phone came Zhu Zixuan's anxious voice, and then she began to cry. It's hopeless. 

 

"What happened? Where are you now? " 

 

Ye Chen learned from many people at the auction that there was something wrong with the Zhu family, 

but he didn't expect it was such a big problem. 

 

She knew Zhu Zixuan's character that she would never call him until she had to. 

 

"Mr. Ye, I'm in Zhujia villa, 211 Jiangning Road, my grandfather..." 

 



Before Zhu Zixuan finished speaking, there was a loud noise. The next second, the mobile phone hung 

up. 

 

Something's wrong! 

 

Ye Chen no longer hesitated, quickly put on the coat, and two women said a, then left. 

 

…… 

 

Jiangning Road 211, Jiangjia villa, bright lights. 

 

Ye Chen got off the taxi and found that the whole villa was surrounded by soldiers in camouflage 

clothes. 

 

An extremely dignified breath overflowed from the villa. 

 

There are still several military vehicles outside. 

 

When he got off the car, more than a dozen breath locked him. 

 

It was extremely cold. 

 

Even ye Chen felt that there was a sniper gun on the roof of the building. 

 

If one's behavior is abnormal, he will be shot in the head. 

 

What happened to the Zhu family? How can military power be involved? 

 

And looking at this situation, the situation has reached a very serious point. 



 


